Abstract
Introduction and Motivation
Let us consider the following scenario: a mobile user Josh, who uses a context aware restaurant finder on daily basis. In the morning, sitting at his desk at the Lab in Cambridge, he is making lunch plans with his College friends, using a portal that provides restaurant recommendation service. This portal in turn uses UK-based restaurant and driving direction services to help him locate a Spanish restaurant. Later in the evening, he is in Zurich and wishes to go to the very popular Lebanese restaurant. The local restaurant guide service provides the restaurant information only in German or French. Furthermore, it formats the information for presentation on a mobile phone. As Josh is driving, the restaurant directions should be routed to his in-vehicle information system in audio format. A special new service for Josh may be assembled from component services: RestaurantFinder, AddressFinder, DirectionsFinder, English translation and TextToSpeech.
Planning Josh's request may fail due to wrong goal descriptions, or incomplete knowledge of the domain (e.g. no text-to-speech capability in this in-vehicle system). This should not prevent the system from partially satisfying the original goal. For example, the system could fetch additional context data. By knowing that Josh is about to reach a red traffic light, it could be reasonably safe to deliver the directions to his SmartPhone -and therefore removing text2speech requirements from the original goal -still satisfying it partially.
Context aware, plan based, service composition may fail if there are missing service descriptions, context changes, confilicts between goals or insufficient time/resources to solve the goal. The classical planning model requires the satisfaction of all goal states (conjunctions), which imply an all-or-nothing success criterion -either the goal form holds at the end of planning process or not. However, more realistic approach is that some of the conjuncts are to be satisfied, whenever it is not possible to satisfy all of them.
We have previously presented framework for context aware, planning-based Web service composition [8] . This paper extends the framework for context aware goal construction and transformation, with the following contributions: (1) we devised a model for representation of context aware goals, (2) we analyzed and devised taxonomy of core and context goal types and corresponding transformations (3) we modelled partial satisfaction that allows reasoning about partial satisfaction of core and context goals and (4) we devised a utility model that allows reasoning about trading off goal transformations and corresponding partial success in achieving one goal against partial success in achieving another. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analysis the architecture of our framwork, together with our prototype implementation. Section 3 presents and discusses our initial evaluation results. Section 4 compares our solution to GTrans [5] , discusses previous research in the area of partial satisfaction planning (PSP) and goal-oriented service composition. Section 5 concludes and outlines future work.
Context Aware Goal Morphing
In this section we introduce our goal taxonomy, describe the main components of the context aware goal transformation framework, and the operations they provide.
Goal taxonomy
Following is our taxonomy of goal conditions: 1: Base core goal The absolute minimal goal condition to be satisfied to achieve a viable solution. The base goals may not be removed. For example, in our scenario where Josh requests directions to the restaurant, the base goal could be to find a restaurant. For the viable solution this (or a transformation of this goal conjuction) must be reached. 2: Core goal Any goal condition directly affecting user's request. In this case those would be restaurant found and direction found goal conditions. 3: Dependent context goal Context goal condition, which is can be seen as attribute of the goal condition (or directly related to it). For example (directions text to speech). If the core goal is relaxed (i.e. removed from the desired goal set), the corresponding dependent context goals are also removed. (i.e. removal of (direction_found) implies removal of (directions_speech_out). 4: Independent context goal Context goal condition not (necessarily) directly affecting the user's request -for example, in our scenario we may want to add the goal condition of lowering the volume level of in car audio system while presenting the driving directions using the text to speech interface.
GoalMorph Framework Overview
The entry point in our system is a request for a composite service, as shown in Figure 1 .The user selects the base of the composition request from the Goal Repository (getRestaurant Directions -Step 1 in Figure 1 ), which holds the available core goal templates, explicitly defined in the planning language (Step 3a). Context Service is a general middleware infrastructure for context collection from a large number of disparate sources and the dissemination of that information (Step 2) to interested clients. Our context service component uses the solution as suggested by Lei et al. [3] . Context Proxy retrieves context information (such as context, location and device in use) from the Context Service, and generates context goal conditions that must (not) hold for this composition request. The final composition request consists of core goal conditions from Goal Repository (Step 3a) and context goal conditions (Step 3b) from Context Proxy. The planner, the core of the composition engine, takes problem definition (Step 4a) and domain definition (Step 4b) and uses this knowledge about available actions and their consequences to identify a solution (i.e. plan-a sequence of actions that can be executed in order to achieve the desired goal). This attempt may fail when the precise goal can not be achieved or the domain knowledge is incomplete.
When planner failure occurs ( Step 5b in Figure 1 ) control 
Goal Repository
Goal Repository is a software component that (1) 
ContextMesh
The ContextMesh, shown in Figure 3 , is a context ontology consisting of a number of hierarchies along which context provided by the Context Service is organized. It is a specification of the context type concepts and their relationships existing in application domains. For example, the activity of the user can be organized by the fact whether user is stationary or moving, such as driving and typing can be specific instances of activity sitting (stationary) or walking and running can be instances of moving, shown in Figure 2 Context values are not mutually exclusive. For instance, Josh could very well be talking to the passenger and driving the car at the same time, as shown by shaded values in Figure 2(b) . We introduce a utility function to trade-off satsifying one context goal against others.
Correlation of different context types generates context clusters, which are scenario specific, and facilitates unfolding and folding of the context types when transforming the goal. Figure 3 shows the context cluster created for our scenario. Solid lines represent current context, dashed lines context after "unfolding". Following are tranformations available for context goals: 1: Context type abstraction Definition: Movement along the specified context type hierarchy towards a more general value (i.e. parent value) Example: Goal to display information on LCD screen may be substituted with a goal to display on CRT.
2: Context value substitution
Definition: Obtains an equivalent substitute context value (i.e. sibling value). Example: Goal to display infromation on Desktop's LCD screen may be substituted to with a goal to display information on TabletPC's LCD.
3: Context value specialization
Definition: Movement along the specified context type hierarchy toward more specific value (i.e. child value) Example: Goal to display information on CRT screen may be substituted with a goal to display information on LCD.
4: Context type expansion ("context unfolding")
Definition: Obtain values of related context types. This may result in refined goal, where plan eventually may overachieve the original goal. This is useful when there are operators with partially satisfied preconditions. Retrieving
Proceedings of the International Conference on Next Generation Web Services Practices (NWeSP'05) additional context types may enable selection of operators previously not applicable in the planning process. Example: Goal requires that information is to be displayed on LCD screen. No LCD screen is detected in the house, and the goal cannot be satisfied. At the same time, a CRT display is detected. By examining available operators the operator display_on_crt where (location in_kitchen) precondition is not applicable as the location of the user is not known. By unfolding the location context dimension, user's present location is detected to establish the viability of display on CRT.
5: Context type contraction ("context folding")
Definition: Removes a context goal from the current set of open goals that a planner must achieve.
Example No text to speech service is available. Remove the text-to-speech requirement (i.e. do not take into account activity of the user that implies goal constraint on text to speech service).
6: Obtain context value at time x
Definition: Obtains an substitute context value at specified point in time. Example: If a sensor has failed and a context value can not be obtained, a context history is accessed to try and retrieve a past context value.
Goal Transformation Engine
Goal transformation occurs when no plan is found for the current goal, or when a plan with a higher utility can be applied to solve a goal, thereby overachieving the original goal. Cox et al [5] introduced GTrans, a system for goal transformation. We extend their ideas by to allow for transformation of context goal conditions 1 . The process of goal transformation starts by generating the set of pending core and context goal conditions, as shown in algorithm 1. First it attempts attempts to satisfy the core goals -i.e. get the restaurant directions and prepare them for display. If no transformation can be found even to partially solve the core problem, the algorithm stops here. Once the core goal can be (partially) satisfied, the system attempts to refine/overachieve it by transforming the context goals as well. For each context type it retrieves current value, the hierarchy of importance for this type in this scenario navigating through ContextMesh and the corresponding context goal. Then it computes the set of transformations to be applied on this goal, which can be guided by following methods: (1) Domain control knowledge, (2) Utility function and (3) User input 2 . Transformations are selected to optimize resulting plan utility. Each core and context goal transformation is assigned a utility value, stored in GoalRepository and Con- 1 We compare two systems in the related work section 2 In this work we are focusing on the automated goal transformation. textMesh respectively. the same utility, the engine in that cases randomly determines which to apply, if it. Otherwise, if there is a case where both goal generalization and specialization are of the same utility, a more refined/specific goal is always preferred. In case conflicting context goal conditions emerge from the transformation the original goal always have precedence over the transformed one, therefore the context type will be folded and hidden.
Upon the goal transformation and execution of the resulting plan, user provides feedback if this was useful or not. This feedback is then incorporated and reflected in the utility values of transformations performed.
Evaluation
We conducted initial experiments on our prototype to determine its scalability and the overall performance 3 .
We compared performance of plans generated for goals with and without goal transformation. At present we explicitly assign a utility value ranging from 1 to 10, to each goal state (where core goals carry higher utilities than context ones) during the domain engineering stage. The Goal Transformation Engine then optimizes finding the plan for the goal that achieves maximum utility. We report on the reduction in plan utility when a partial solution for a given goal without transformation is found (i.e. the utility of the plan containing subset of top level goals solved during planning when the planning process is aborted) and compare this to the plan utility for problems where goals have been transformed and solved. Figure 4 shows the performance of the plans when varying the problem complexity from 1 to 20 goals. Resulting plan utility reduces less when planning with goal transformations than without them.
We measured the time that it takes planner to find no solution, and compared it to the time taken to transform the goal and replan, as shown in Figure 5 . The time difference increases with the number of transformations, but for all tested cases remains sufficiently small to justify the overhead introduced by goal transformation.
Finally we manipulated the number of transformations generated. As shown in Table 1 the system scales reasonably well, being able to generate up to 190 goal transformations of size up to 10 goal conditions in 0.117 seconds. 3 The experiments were performed on an 800 MHz Pentium 3 with 2 GB RAM. We modelled a restaurant scenario that contained 100 facts and 20 operators. We randomly removed certain operators from the domain to simulate missing services, and tested the transformation algorithm. The results presented here are for the transformation algorithm with an unguided search. We use TLPlan [1] planning system in breadth first search mode with no search control knowledge. 4 The scale is not linear.
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Related Work
Most of the previous work in goal oriented service composition [10, 4] has either assumed a static environment where plans are always solvable, or focused on adapting the execution process by replacing service instances. In contrast, our work generates solvable goals even when service replacement is not adequate -for instance, when no services that would satisfy a particular part of a goal are available.
Cox et al. [5] presented GTrans, a system for goal transformations based on an goal hierarchies. We extend their ideas by introducing ContextMesh to enable context aware goal transformation. When selecting applicable goal transformations, besides the unguided search, GTrans relies on domain control knowledge and/or user guidance. GoalMorph also allows for utility based approach, relying on a utility model for goals, contexts and their corresponding transformations. The design of the GoalMorph allows for system to be extended to include user directly in the goal tranformation loop, however in this paper we focus on automated goal transformation. Cox et al. integrate goal transformation with Prodigy [7] planning system, whilst GoalMorph is planner independent. This is of an advantage as we may want to substitute planner with a new one, or may not have access to its source code. GTrans interleaves goal transformation with the actual plan refinement process. We chose to keep our solution planner independent and therefore it is designed in such a way to rely on replanning. As replanning from scratch may be extremely time-consuming, we take the partially created plan from the planner, and incrementally perform goal transformation and replan from there. GTrans allows for goals to be organized along the four key types of hierarchies: abstraction hierarchy, number line, enumeration set and patronomy. We extend this to allow for any arbitrary hierarchy to be included.
Goal transformation is related to PSP [2, 9, 6 ] -an area of research in AI Planning that focuses on assuring that the resources in the planning problem are not overloaded. All of these projects allow for PSP with goal utilities, however they do not provide mechanism for goal priorization. Briel et al [6] furthermore do not support interacting goals (i.e. goals are assumed to be mutually exclusive). Furthermore, in their work, Williamson et al. [9] while they allow for, their system still requires for all the goal conjuctions to be reached.
Summary
In this paper, we have presented GoalMorph, a framework for context aware goal transformation to facilitate fault tolerant, context aware, service composition. Firstly we introduced ContextMesh, a multidimensional data structure for hierarchical organization of context, which enables context "(un)folding". By means of an example we demonstrated the use of our algorithm for context aware goal transformation to generate a problem solvable by planner. Finally we demonstrated that the performance of our composition systems is practical when context aware goal transformation is introduced. Our future work will incorporate learning methods to refine transformation algorithm Proceedings of the International Conference on Next Generation Web Services Practices (NWeSP'05) based on user's feedback from generated compositions.
